Young professional members:
Getting involved in ASHRAE technical committees allows you to help determine the future of our industry.

Finding a technical committee

Browse ASHRAE.org to find a particular technical program that may interest you or be in our area of expertise. You may also use the Society conferences to find a technical committee. No matter what levels of expertise or experience, you can contribute!

Once you have found a technical committee of interest, contact the committee or regional representative for more information.
Contribute by interfacing by the following ways:

Talk to members about:
- Recent /expected projects by committee
- Committee organization and membership
- Typical on-site and remote access meeting schedules
- How best to contribute to current activities
- Potential holes in skill sets/interests of current membership that new participants might be able to fill
- Ask for a mentor

Volunteer—Helping the technical committees gives you exposure to technical topics, gets your name before the committee, and gives you an opportunity to make real impacts.

Capitalize on your strengths—Offer to help update, improve websites, develop navigational tools, develop on-line mechanisms to support committee activities.

Make the most of conferences

Take the step

For a complete listing of ASHRAE Technical Committees, Visit: ashrae.org/technical-resources/technical-committees

To learn more about Young Engineers in ASHRAE, contact:
678-539-1178 | youngengineers@ashrae.org | ashrae.org/yea

To learn more about technical committees, contact:
404-636-8400 | tcstaff@ashrae.net